Patient Satisfaction at Tertiary Level Healthcare Services in Greece: Inpatient vs Outpatient Healthcare Services Assessment
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Abstract: The aim of this research is to investigate in- and out-patient satisfaction as revealed by patients’ assessment in the Konstantopouleio General Hospital of Athens. The sample of the study consisted of 745 inpatients and 420 outpatients from a survey performed from June 2011 till October 2012. An ordered logit approach was used that allows for different satisfaction response categories. Medical and nursery staff attention to patients along with the hospital environment and administration positively correlate with patient satisfaction in both groups of in- and out-patients. Among the demographic factors, only age positively relates to patient satisfaction in both groups. While the perceived health status plays a positive and significant role in shaping only the in-patient satisfaction, education and insurance positively associate only with out-patient satisfaction. Our study confirms the important role of hospital performance measures, proxied by the hospital care delivered, as well as the socio-demographic factors. In general, hospitals and healthcare systems that invest in citizens’ evaluation evolvement and patients’ assessment programmes, are expected to acquire valuable information to perform important transformational changes-reforms in their healthcare services.
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1. Introduction

Expectations and the perceived value of goods and services were found to exert the strongest influences on customer satisfaction. The study of Fornell et al. [1] demonstrated that the expectations an individual has before proceeding to the purchase of a product or service have a negative impact on customer experience. In other words, according to Frank et al. [2], higher perceived quality and lower expectations lead to higher customer satisfaction. Choi et al. [3] confirmed the same findings for patient satisfaction as well, i.e. the satisfaction with respect to the services provided by the health system.

Over the last decades, hospitals have been working on improving patient-centered care by developing and implementing quality improvement strategies and activities based on the patients’ perspectives [4]. Several studies have shown that significant improvement may be achieved if organizations adopt a more strategic approach and give focus to the patients ([5], [6]). Nevertheless, the measurement of patient satisfaction has proven to be a difficult task.

According to Pascoe [7], who provided an explicit literature review with respect to patient satisfaction, the patient variables that have been studied in patient satisfaction research can be grouped into three areas: attitudes, socio-demographic characteristics, and health-related behaviors. As a variable in understanding health-related behavior and clinical outcome, satisfaction is hypothesized to be both a dependent variable and a predictor of subsequent health-related behavior [7]. Macro-level economic processes have an overwhelming impact up to 89% on variations in patient satisfaction [2]; therefore improvement programmes should also consider these external factors when using patient satisfaction surveys to evaluate the effects of managerial decisions [8].
For the case of Greece, a number of studies have been carried out, focusing on examining patient satisfaction from services provided both from general hospitals ([9], [10], [11], [12]) and specialized hospitals/clinics ([13], [14], [15]). In general, as Papanikolaou and Ntani [16] underline, results emerge a higher level of patient satisfaction for medical and nursing services than from those of accommodation and administration.

While the majority of recent studies regarding patient satisfaction explore the relationship between factors that contribute to higher levels of satisfaction with respect to a very specific procedure, such as the studies of Pini et al. [15] and Banashmus et al. [17], this research documents the factors that correlate positively and negatively with the level of in- and out-patient satisfaction with respect to the healthcare provided (performance measure) of the Konstantopouleio General Hospital of Athens.

This paper purports to evaluate the degree of patient satisfaction, as revealed by patients’ intention to recommend a hospital and its services to a relative or friend, and further assess the effect of socio-demographic factors and healthcare provision factors in shaping the patient satisfaction. To further enhance our understanding, we interview both in-patients (i.e. a patient that has been hospitalized/admitted to the hospital) and out-patients (i.e. a patient that has received medical attention without being hospitalized/admitted to the hospital) about their degree of content with the hospital. This would allow us to derive more detailed conclusions and propose more concrete suggestions.

We performed a survey on 3,000 patients of Konstantopouleio General Hospital in Athens, Greece, for the years 2011 and 2012. We choose the Konstantopouleio General Hospital for two reasons: first because it was one of the few Greek hospitals which has complied with the Ministry of Health guidelines referring to the recent obligation for hospitals with more than 400 beds to operate a Quality Office (Greek law 3868/2010, article 8, paragraph 2), and, second, it is the first hospital in Greece, where through an electronic platform, patients can report medical malpractice and provide general assessment for the hospital overall performance.

The contribution of this paper lies in consisting the first attempt in the greek literature that studies patient satisfaction in a greek General Hospital, following international procedures and protocols for surveying data.

Our results demonstrate that the attention provided by medical and nursery staff along with the hospital environment, are positively correlated with patient satisfaction for both groups of in- and out-patients. The latter pertains for the positive age effect. The perceived health status plays a positive and significant role in shaping in-patient satisfaction, and education and insurance associate with out-patient satisfaction.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our framework of analysis, data and model. Sections 3 and 4 present and discuss our findings, respectively. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2. Methodology

This section discusses the data used and presents the research methodology. The aim of the aforementioned Quality Office is to collect data with respect to patient satisfaction in order to use them for the evaluation of hospital performance and service quality. This research relies on data collected by the employees of Konstantopouleio General Hospital. Using the convenience sampling technique, a non-probability sampling technique where subjects are selected because of their convenient accessibility and proximity to the researcher, 3,000 participants were recruited. Our final sample relies on 745 in-patients and 420 out-patients in Greece from June 2011 till October 2012.

Each patient when discharged from the hospital was asked to fill-in the corresponding questionnaire. The questionnaire included a wide range of socio-economic characteristics of the patient, who was requested to evaluate his/her experiences with respect to the services provided by the hospital. Finally, s/he had to grade the hospital’s performance on an 11-grade scale of patient satisfaction. In order to capture the patient satisfaction level, we choose not to rely on the final grade from 0 to 10, but to the question “Would you recommend our hospital to friends and family”, a satisfaction-measuring instrument that has been used in respective studies ([18], [19]).

The questionnaire of in-patients consists of almost 30 questions, excluding the ones referring to the demographic characteristics of the participant, while the questionnaire of out-patients consists of 25 questions. Part of the questions of the official questionnaires developed and distributed by the Ministry of Health was not used in our analysis, since no significant information was provided. Furthermore, we constructed four new variables for each group of patients. Three of those variables are common for both groups of patients (namely “doctors’ attention”, “nurses’ attention”, and “hospital environment”) and the fourth variable is “pain related procedures” and “hospital administration” for the group of in- and out-patients, respectively. The score of each variable (e.g., doctors’ attention) is the mean of all sub-questions referring to the corresponding variable (i.e., the evaluation of doctors’ attention to the patients). Finally, we employed logit estimation techniques to study the effect of demographic and healthcare provision factors in shaping patient satisfaction. The questionnaires used for in- and out-patients are available upon request.

The variables corresponding to the hospital’s performance were constructed based on the average grade patients gave to several questions. Although those questions were Likert-type, the average grade takes several values between 1 to 4 or 1 to 5 for in- and out-patients, respectively (bottom section of Table 1 in results section).

The likelihood of a certain patient being satisfied is assessed through his/her intention to recommend the hospital to others and can be described by an ordered logit model defined as follows:

$$\text{Prob}(Y=c|X) = F(X\beta),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the endogenous variable $Y$ is the willingness to recommend the hospital and takes values from 1 to 4 (c) and
more specific: 1 if the patient is certainly no willing to recommend the hospital, the value 2 if s/he is probably not willing to recommend it, the value 3 if s/he is probably willing to recommend it, and the value 4 if s/he is certainly willing to recommend it; $F$ is the standard logistic cumulative distribution function and $X_i$ is a set of covariates. The model for the in-patients is defined as follows:

$$Y_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Gender}_i + \beta_2 \text{Age}_i + \beta_3 \text{Education}_i + \beta_4 \text{Perceived Health Status}_i + \beta_5 \text{Insurance}_i + \beta_6 \text{Nationality}_i + \beta_7 \text{Doctors Attention}_i + \beta_8 \text{Nurses Attention}_i + \beta_9 \text{Environment}_i + \beta_{10} \text{Pain Related Procedures}_i + \epsilon_i, \epsilon_i \sim \text{Logistic}(0,1)$$ (2)

and for the out-patients as follows:

$$Y_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Gender}_i + \beta_2 \text{Age}_i + \beta_3 \text{Education}_i + \beta_4 \text{Insurance}_i + \beta_5 \text{Nationality}_i + \beta_6 \text{Doctors Attention}_i + \beta_7 \text{Nurses Attention}_i + \beta_8 \text{Environment}_i + \beta_9 \text{Administration Attention}_i + \epsilon_i, \epsilon_i \sim \text{Logistic}(0,1)$$ (3)

where, Gender is a dummy variable that takes the values 0 and 1 if the patient is male and female, respectively; Age is the age of the patient and takes the value of 1 for ages less than or equal to 24 years old, 2 for ages 25-34 years old, 3 for ages 35-44 years old, 4 for ages 45-55 years old, 5 for ages 55-64 years old, 6 for ages 65-74 years old, and 7 for ages more than or equal to 75 years old; Education refers to educational level of each patient and takes the value of 1 for primary school, 2 for high school-3 first years (out of six), 3 for high school-3 last years (out of six), and 4 for university; Perceived Health Status is a variable corresponding to the health status of the participant ranging from terrible health (1) to excellent (5); Doctors Attention, Nurses Attention, Environment, Administration Attention, and Pain Related Procedures are the constructed variables that take the values of 1 to 4 or 1 to 5 along with the grades given from the patients.

The selection of our variables can be justified by various studies, such as Linn et al. [20] who provided evidence for the importance of the attention received by the nursery staff. The latter is also demonstrated in the studies of Horrocks et al. [21] and Kutney-Lee et al. [22]. Several studies have examined the importance of the attention received by the medical staff, such as the ones of Dugdale et al. [23], Epstein et al. [24] and Mast et al. [25]. Hall et al. [26] and Beach et al. [27] investigated in particular the importance of doctors’ behavior, while Krupat et al. [28] studied the effect of doctor-patient congruence on satisfaction, where apart from doctors’ attention gender, age and perceived health status were also investigated.

The significance of education is mentioned in the studies of van Ryn and Burke [29], Siminoff et al. [30], Tarn et al. [31], Street et al. [32], Hall and Press [33] identified the key elements for patient satisfaction in the emergency department. The importance of the hospital’s environment is mentioned in the study of Lövgren et al. [34] and Johansson et al. [35]. Finally, a review with respect to issues and concepts regarding patient satisfaction [36] examined all the demographic and psychological variables as determinants of satisfaction.

### 3. Results

Table 1, below, present the socio-demographic characteristics of our two groups of patients and of our constructed variables, respectively.
As Table 1 shows (upper section), about half of the participants are men, while the majority of them intend to recommend the hospital. With respect to the age of two patient groups, it seems that out-patients are more equally distributed in all age classes, while in-patients seem to be older. In is quite reasonable if one takes into account that as out-patients we are referring to those visiting the emergency room and as in-patients we are referring to those who proceed in admittance in one of the hospital's clinics. Furthermore, the highest percentage of not insured patients is documented among the out-patients (this is the meaning of emergency room).

Additionally, we measure the perceived health status only for the group of in-patients (due to unavailability of the corresponding variable in the out-patient satisfaction questionnaire) and find that only 5% and 21% believe that their health status is excellent or good, respectively. At the other hand, 4% and 40% consider that their health status is terrible or bad, respectively, while the 29% state having a moderate health status.

Although it appears that both patient groups are satisfied with the provided hospital care and are willing to recommend the hospital to a friend and family member, there are several characteristics that shape their differences with respect to the hospital recommendation. With a closer look, we observe that in-patients are, on average, more satisfied than the out-patients.

Table 2, below, presents estimates of odds ratios for in- and out-patients, respectively, with respect to their satisfaction with hospital’s performance and the probability of recommend it to friends and family. One can read the odds ratios as follows: if the odd ratio, a, is bigger than 1 (a >1), then the probability of a patient to recommend the hospital increases by (a-1)*100%, whereas the probability decreases by (1-a)*100%, if the odd ratio is smaller than one (a<1).

Part A refers to the in-patients. More specifically, column (1) presents estimates of the model for the in-patients where only the demographic (D) factors are included. Next, column (2) shows estimates of the model, where only the indicators concerning the hospital’s performance (H) are included. Finally, column (3) presents estimates, where the full set of covariates (F) is included. Part B presents the corresponding estimates for out-patients.

Table 2. Logit estimates (odds ratios) of different specifications for in-patients (dependent variable: the probability of recommending the hospital to others).
As Table 2 shows, for the in-patient group, among the demographic factors presented in column $D$ (In) only the age and the perceived health status of a patient seem to play a significant role in forming his/her satisfaction level. The same holds for the fully fledged specification $F$ (In), when all the variables are included. Nevertheless, of great importance, are the variables corresponding to the hospital’s performance. The attention given to patients by the medical and nursery staff, the hospital environment, and the procedures followed for the pain management are all of them positively correlated with patient satisfaction level and statistically significant.

The same findings hold for the out-patients, as Table 2 demonstrates. All the variables referring to the hospital performance are statistically significant and associate positively with out-patients’ satisfaction level. Among the demographic factors presented for this group of patients in column $F$ (Out), the age effect pertains statistically significant at a borderline level of significance ($10\%$), and the gender of the patient along with whether s/he has an insurance also play an important role.

More specifically, if the attention to a patient by the medical staff increases, the patient satisfaction level also increases by $[(4.192-1)*100\%] = 319.2\%$ for the in-patients and $[(2.020-1)*100\%] = 102\%$ for the out-patients. Furthermore, if the attention provided by the nursery staff increases, the probability of a patient being satisfied increases by $216.1\%$ and $64.5\%$, for the in- and out-patients, respectively. Similar effect has a mitoriation of the hospital environment (the probability of a patient being satisfied increases by $52\%$ and $284.3\%$ for the in- and out-patients, respectively). An improvement of the procedures followed for pain management with respect to in-patients and of the attention received by the administrative staff with respect to out-patients, leads to an increase of their satisfaction level by $34.6\%$ and $33.8\%$, respectively.

Next, in Table 3, below, we perform a marginal effect analysis, in order to capture the effect on maximum level of our dependent variable when an individual changes within variable classes, at the data means. The marginal effect analysis is performed for the fully fledged specifications of Table 2 that correspond to both groups of patients, i.e., for columns $F$ (In) for the group of in-patients and $F$ (Out) for the group of out-patients, respectively. In addition, the analysis is performed only for the statistical significant demographic variables. Same as above, Parts A and B of Table 3 correspond to in- and out-patients, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Part A: In-patients</th>
<th>Part B: Out-patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal Effect</td>
<td>Heteroscedasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 24 years old</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34 years old</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44 years old</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54 years old</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64 years old</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74 years old</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 75 years old</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Health Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrible</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 24 years old</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34 years old</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44 years old</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54 years old</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64 years old</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74 years old</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 75 years old</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Holding all variables at their mean value, the probability of an in-patient (Part A) to recommend the hospital with certainty is $70.7\%$ among the two first age-classes, almost $73.0\%$ among those who are between 35 and 54 years old, almost $77\%$ among those belonging to the two next age classes ($55-74$ years old), and $81.4\%$ among those who are older than 75 years old. The marginal effect analysis confirms the findings of Table 2, i.e. the positive age effect on patient satisfaction, since as the patient is getting older, his/her probability of recommending the hospital is increasing.

Turning to the impact of perceived health status on in-patient satisfaction, the marginal effect indicates that those that are perceiving to have a terrible or a bad health status, the probability of recommending the hospital is $67.5\%$ and $76.7\%$ respectively, while the probability is $82.8\%$, $84.1\%$ and $77.6\%$ among those who believe that their personal health status is moderate, good or excellent, respectively.

As part B of Table 3 shows, holding all variables at their mean value, the probability of an out-patient being satisfied with the services received by the hospital, and, therefore, certainly recommending it is $42.5\%$ among men and $54.2\%$ among women. The probability of certainly recommend the hospital is $38.3\%$ among those who are younger than 24 years old, $32.1\%$ among the class age of 25-34 years old, $65.4\%$ among those who are 35-44 years old, $55.8\%$ among those of next category, $54.8\%$ among those who are between the age of 55 and 64 years old, $42.8\%$ among the class age 65-74 years old, and $60.8\%$ among those who are above the age of 75 years old. The marginal effect analysis of the effect of various age classes on patient satisfaction confirms, on average, the finding from Table 2 that the age effect on
recommendation increases as participants becomes older. The positive insurance effect on patient satisfaction is also consistent with the findings from Table 2 as the marginal effects indicates, since the probability of recommending the hospital is 81.9% among those who have insurance and only 48% among those who have not.

Figure 1, below, shows the probabilities of the average in- and out-patient to recommend the hospital, given that all variables are at their mean value.

As shown above, there are differences between in- and out-patients. The first ones are more willing to recommend the hospital with respect to the second ones. For example, the probability of an in-patient to certainly recommend the hospital, given that the rest of the variables are at their mean value, is 80%, while the same probability for out-patients is more than 30% lower (49.3%).

4. Discussion

Healthcare consumers are demanding excellence in care and services delivered from care providers [37]. The relationship between physicians and patients has been extensively studied in the literature and is more than reasonable that this relationship has positive effect on patient satisfaction. When the care delivered is patient-centered, the patient feels that he/she has the necessary time to ask questions and get the information needed. Dugdale et al. [23] pointed that physicians’ behavior can improve outcome and satisfaction. The aforementioned relationship, and particularly the communication between doctor and patient, is related not only to satisfaction [24] but to patients’ quality of life as well [38]. More recent studies [25] suggest that nonverbal behavior plays an important role for patient outcomes such as satisfaction.

The same finding holds for the attention received by the nursery staff. Nurse practitioners providing front line care in general practice and in emergency departments may potentially substitute for doctors [21] and therefore increase levels of patient satisfaction. The importance of nursery is demonstrated in the study of Kutney-Lee et al. [22], where the patient satisfaction with respect to the services received by the nursery staff is related with the probability of recommending the hospital to others. Hospital’s environment usually refers to cleanliness, food, temperature and sound level and has proved to be an important factor for patient satisfaction [35]. Nevertheless, clean clothes and beds, and tasty food sometimes are considered to be tokens of good nursing care [34], although in modern hospitals, the overall control on several physical aspects is on hand of technology or administration.

Quality of care may also be affected by physicians’ perceptions of patients. For example, Hall et al. [26] demonstrated that if a patient likes his/her physician, s/he will give a more positive evaluation with respect to the physician’s behavior, and therefore, s/he will have higher ratings of satisfaction. According to more recent studies [27], physicians who have provided more information or shown more empathy toward patients, they were respected and viewed favorably.

Understanding the current health status of the patient is useful because it can affect directly their quality of life and their ultimate satisfaction with care [39]. Finally, age is the most constant socio-demographic determinant of patient satisfaction. According to Blanchard et al. [40], the older generations tend to be more satisfied with health care than the younger generations, and they tend to demand less information from their doctors [39]. In addition to age, gender and education, and previous experience of nursing care have a primary influence on expectations, therefore, on
satisfaction [35]. It has been shown that men receive information more spontaneously from the nursing staff compared with women [41].

Reciprocity and mutual influence have a strong impact on the relation between medical staff and patients. Therefore, a more positive communication from one participant leads to similar responses from the other [32]. Consequently, educational level may play an important role for the patients, since some physicians associate more negative attributes to minority and less educated patients [29]. Physicians generally are more responsive to the actively involved patient in part because they have a better understanding of his/her needs [32], while college educated patients are often more assertive and inquisitive than patients with a high school education or less [30]. Furthermore, education about the prescribed medication is particularly important because it may lead to an increase in knowledge and a decrease in misunderstandings about the necessity or possible side effects of the medication ([31], [42]).

Nevertheless, according to Xesfingi and Vozikis [43], the patient satisfaction with the healthcare system might be influenced by other economic factors and properties of the healthcare system, such as safety, accessibility, equity, and comprehensiveness of care.

It is worth to further evaluate the construction of the corresponding questionnaire as there was no methodology to base upon. Validity and reliability of data selected, along with bias corresponding to selection method, need to be tested. Further research is needed to be done in order to evaluate the potential effect of confounding factors, although it is demonstrated that income plays an important role in shaping patient satisfaction, Many studies have shown the importance of income with respect to patient satisfaction, such as the study of Willems et al. [44] unfortunately there was no relevant question for this case study. Further research could focus on studying the patients’ satisfaction before and after the 2007 economic crisis. One key group of constraints is environmental constraints [45] which include factors such as unemployment and political instability. Constraints beyond the control of an individual programmes, e.g., public sector employment rules which can have a major effect on the way health services operate, may not be even identified [46].

5. Conclusions

Patient satisfaction has been proven to be an important measure of healthcare quality. No matter where the study has taken place, all measures regarding the hospital’s performance, i.e. the attention received by the medical and nursing staff, the hospital’s environment etc., strongly correlate and positively affect patient satisfaction.

Our study unveils and documents the important role of the aforementioned factors, and demonstrates the positive age effect that holds for both in- and out-patients.

Overall, hospitals and healthcare systems, that invest in programmes to determine how patients assessing their experiences, have valuable information to make transformational changes-reforms in care delivery and services.

Future research could also examine the impact of economic crisis on patient satisfaction and their willingness to pay for services of better quality, taking into account the perceived health status of patients.
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